Musical Safety Driving Chairs

EASY

Planning Hours: 1-2 hrs.

Event Hours: 30 mins  
Best Time to Conduct: LUNCH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: Play musical chairs using safety messaging on chairs.

Items Needed
- TDS Volunteers in their TDS t-shirts
- Safety Tip Signs
- Chairs
- Tape
- Radio/Phone to play music

Steps
1. Speak with your sponsor and principal of school to select a date, place and time to conduct event.
2. Make safety tips signs using know the risks webpage.
3. The day of the event, set up chairs for your activity and attach a safety tip to each chair with tape.
   Arrange the chairs in a circle in the cafeteria facing out.
4. Play music and encourage students to walk about the circle.
5. Remove one chair from the circle and stop the music.
6. When the music stops, students attempt to seat in nearest chair. The student left standing then
   reads the safety tip on the removed chair aloud to the group.
7. Continue game play until only one student remains and all the tips have been aloud.
8. Take pictures to send to us and post on social media and your website.
9. Complete an activity form on t-driver.com for TDS Cup points.

Don’t Forget
The goal of this activity is to bring awareness of all 5 or just 1 major driving dangers for teens.

Make it GREAT
- Use safety messaging music
- Suggestions to make the activity better or bigger